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Greetings & Salutations 
      …from Paul Redhead, Chapter Director 

 

 
 

It’s really great to see the new riding season start and 
so many of our members out and about and taking part. 
We’ve had a few new members sign up too and I know 
everyone will make them feel welcome.  
 
I’d like to thank the committee for such a fantastic start 
to the new year. There have been a few role changes, 
but they haven’t let that stop them from making an impact. Dai 
has done a great job of reporting on the HOG ROC sessions and 
delivering amusing and useful snippets of information. 
 
There was a great turn out on Sunday for the charity Easter 
run, and loads of eggs donated too, so a big thank you to our 
members who attended or donated and especially to Debs 
Sowter for making the arrangements. It was also great to see 
Ed and Molly and the look on their faces as we pulled up, the 
chapter will of course continue to support them and we all 
send our love. 
 
Things are shaping up nicely and it looks like we are in for a 
fantastic riding season. The Concursum is coming together 
nicely thanks in the main to Tracy (Activities Officer), ably 
assisted by Pete and Dai. Tickets sold like hot cakes and there 
are now no rooms left, but you can still book tickets for the 
rally only, you just need to sort your own accommodation at 
the Travelodge on the A1, Grantham. 
 
One final note… this chapter belongs to the membership and 
it’s important that members lead and shape the club. If you 
have any suggestions for club nights, rides or social activities, 
come talk to me or someone on the committee.  
 
       All the best 

              Paul  



 

  

…And Another Thing… 
      …by Dai Gunter, Assistant Director 
 

 
Well, I finally got around to watching the Harley-

Davidson promo for their 2022 new model launch this week. The 
‘Further, Faster’ video is available on YouTube if you’ve not seen 
it yet, just type ‘Harley Davidson Further Faster’ in your search 
bar. There are some great images of current models as well as the 
unveiling of the new models and the ST line. 
 
It looks like spring has sprung at last, the nights are getting 
shorter and the days getting warmer, that must mean the riding season is upon us. Hurrah, 
some good news at last after the doom and gloom of the past couple of years, and in particular, 
recent weeks. I’ve spoken with my bank manager and she assures me that my negotiating skills 
have earned me enough credit to keep fuel in the tank for the up-coming ride-outs and events 
that the Road Crew and Activities Officer have put together for the year ahead. 
 
So, as we look towards the summer months, let’s make sure we all make the effort to enjoy 
what we have and do what we can for others. On my desk right now are a couple of Easter Eggs 
for our first Easter Egg Run to Blair House in Billinghay, I’m hoping the turnout for this will be 
good and there will be plenty of eggs to go round. My deposit’s been paid for several rallies this 
season and I’m really looking forward to a couple of weeks’ riding in USA & Canada with other 
Chapter Members – there’ll be a write-up with plenty of pics later in the year. 
 
HOG have once again been holding a series of Regional Officer Connections (ROC) sessions for 
existing HOG Officers and those thinking of joining the team. They’ve included topics like ‘Who 
Does What’, ‘Membership’ and ‘Planning an Event’, and whilst a lot of the information isn’t new 
to us, some has been very helpful. You’ll also be glad to know that Lindum Colonia is operating 
soundly under the direction of Mr Redhead and our members are being well looked after. 
 
Talking about being well looked after, I really do hope you enjoy this edition of the Imp; it’s 
Tracy’s first as our new Editor, and like me, I’m sure you all wish her the best when it comes to 
producing our very own Chapter Magazine. Remember it is YOUR magazine, and it needs YOUR 
input so let’s make it as diverse and inclusive as we can. 
 
And finally… Like most good motorcycle clubs, we now have our very own rally – the Lindum 
Concursum. The Chapter has more than 80 members, so let’s see you there supporting YOUR 
rally. There are limited places if you want to stay overnight at the hotel, and these are now 
being filled by other HOG Chapters, so make sure you book your place today. If you don’t 
intend to stay overnight, you can still purchase a rally ticket to enjoy the event – but please 
remember, there’s no camping, caravanning or motorhomes allowed on the hotel premises. 
 
I’m looking forward to meeting up with everyone so make sure you get the Harley roadworthy 
and let’s get riding.                                                                    

Dai 



 

  

Editor’s Bit 
         …from Tracy Evans, Editor 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Being the editor is bloody hard work… 
 
   It’s not until you take on such tasks that you truly begin to understand the work 
that goes in to producing even a small publication like ours! Dai always played it down, especially in 
response to complements offered, and I’ve come to the conclusion he’s either incredibly modest or 
wanted to make it seem like a walk in the park so someone would take it off his hands.    
 
So, here amid the carnage or moving house, with boxes for storage, bags for charity and piles for 
the tip scattered at my feet, I attempt to round up the experience that is editing and writing a good 
proportion of my first ever IMP! 
 
I can say in all honesty, this won’t be up to snuff with past editions. My tech isn’t as techie as Dai’s, 
and at the moment I’m limited to using my work laptop with all the constraints of downloading 
limitations, but I don’t think it’s too shoddy and well quite frankly, you get what you’re given at this 
point. 
 
Massive thank you to those who have sent content, I know everyone is so very busy and life has a 
habit of getting in the way of good intentions… 
 
      I saw a meme the other day which said ‘Write without fear - Edit  

     without mercy’- which may be fine for the likes of Vogue, but I can’t   
       see that encouraging content submissions, so I won’t be following that  

advice! I may fettle to fit with the page or the target audience, but I     
will ensure what you submit maintains the essence of the message   
      in the style you would deliver…  
 
My approach to future additions will be to gather as much material as 
possible ahead of time. You may see me scribbling away at club nights and I  

may approach you for comments, opinions or even kidnap you for ten mins to get the bones of a 
write-up down in the rough. For now though it’s time to crack on with the next page… 

Taz xx 



 

  

Merchandising 
 

…from Tracy & Mark Evans  

Outgoing Merchandisers… 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It’s the end of a relatively short stint for us as merchandisers. After 18 months 
in the position it’s time to change it up and step into new shoes. Our parting 
gift to you, classic and zipped branded hoodies which we think look pretty fab. 
The winged logo, designed by Dai, works well on the back and really stands 
out….   

           As we all know, ordering bespoke clothing can be a bit of a minefield and 
it’s true to say the ladies sizes aren’t exactly true to advertised measurements! 
I am currently in ‘talks’ with the company about that but in the interim we are 
working with the sizes we have and figuring out what sizes we need to re-
order. 
                

               We will of course continue to support Jonno as he takes over the                     
                 mantel filling orders for hoodies, patches and more… On that note  
                   if you have patches you need sewing on or you want to refresh the 
                     look of your cut, you can still call on us. The sewing machine will be    
                       coming with us to our new temporary home with friends until our       
                       purchase goes through. 
 
                           I know Jonno wanted to say a few words but his very recent     
                             brush with the dreaded covid saw him bed bound and rather  
                                   poorly. I’m sure we all wish him a speedy recovery and look   
                                         forward to his first musings as Merchandiser in the next  
                                               edition of the IMP! 
 

 

Tracy & Mark Evans 

Outgoing Merch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jon Cozens 

Your New Merch 

 

It goodbye from us 

And 

 

    Hello from me 



 

  

Ladies of Harley 
   …by Ann Cozens, Ladies of Harley Officer 
 

 
  

Hi everyone, I thought I’d start with a little spring ditty… 
 
Spring has sprung, the grass is riz, I wonders where the birdies is, 
The bikes are fueled, the sky is blue, Pete’s the lead, where’re  
we off to?!! 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
It’s incredibly difficult to turn the tide and we know it’s unlikely we will see a time when there 
are as many female riders as male riders, but perhaps we can balance the scales a little. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So just to clarify - the official role description of a LOH rep is to uphold the Chapter Charter and 
work alongside the director and the dealer to encourage inclusion, equality, and fairness… This 
of course does not mean excluding the men. I recently joined the HOG ROC session about LOH 
where I discovered that men can also be members of LOH! The reasoning was to support their 
significant other and other ladies in HOG, so come on gents, tick that box on your HOG 

membership and wear the badge with pride       

So, lets get straight to it and address the elephant in the room…  I know 
some wonder why we have a LOH rep, or even why LOH exists at all. 
The simple answer is ‘inclusion’.  
 

When you look at the stats women are still a massive minority in HOG 
UK and in biking generally. It is still seen as a male pursuit and main-
stream media content still very much supports that view.  

My job as LOH rep is to encourage all Lindum  
Ladies of HOG to take a more active role in the  
chapter. Encouraging non riders to ride if  
they want, supporting them to learn and  
participate in ride outs after they pass their 
bike test… But I’m not just here for the riders,  
my role is also to encourage men to bring their  
partners to events, on or off the bike, and to ensure  
our lovely ladies feel supported and part of the HOG/LCC family.  

 
The good news is that Lindum Colonia has a much higher 
percentage of female members (28%) and riders (8.6%) than 
HOG does nationally. Perhaps this is testament to the inclusive 
nature of our chapter and the positive support from both male 
and female members.  



 

  

 
 
During the HOG ROC session we also discussed how to make all our ladies feel 
included. Below are just some of the suggestions put forward, please feedback 
what appeals, and I will start the ball rolling... 

 
• Film nights 

• Technical nights at the dealers  

• Quiz nights 

• Taster sessions for non-riders  

• Afternoon tea 

• Fashion shows (!) – could be riding attire (male and female) 

• Ladies Day at the dealers  

• Gin night 
 

We also discussed how to make our men-folk feel included and welcome at LOH events, after 
all we are about inclusion! The prevailing opinion was, if our male members want to attend an 
event for the ladies by the ladies, they would be more than welcome! 
 
At this point I would like to welcome our newest Lindum Ladies of HOG members, Diane 
Taylor (and her MOH Geoff!) and Liz Cousins. 
 
 
Dates for your LOH diary 2022: 
 
7th May – International Female Ride Day 
For the ladies, led by ladies to somewhere they want to go.  
However, should men want to join us they should be in touch with  

their inner woman and dress appropriately!        
More details to follow 
 

24th July – World’s Largest female biker meet (attempt)  
Held by Triumph at their factory experience in Hinkley, LE10 3BZ 
This event is free, but you need to register. Men are welcome to attend, 
though they will park in a different car park and won’t be counted for the  

record. They are of course encouraged to dress up                 
Contact me if you would like more info. 

 
20th August – Women in Motorcycling Exhibition 
This is a celebration of all the women in the motorcycling world. All  
genders are welcome to this empowering and inspiring event with a  
focus on bringing the biking community together. Please let me know  
if you are interested in a group ride to this. 
 

1,132 



 



 



 

  

Pearls of Wisdom 
      …from Ian Burton, Safety Officer 
 

 
Have you ever had to make a 999 call for emergency 

help? Here are a few top tips to making a 999 call to the 
Ambulance Service. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

All the very best, Ian 
 

• Know where you are 
o Mobile phones only give the call taker a rough idea of where you are. 

If you’re in a public place, use What 3 Words to give your precise 
location. The address of the emergency is one of first and most 
important pieces of information you will be asked 
 

• Stay calm – don’t panic 
o The call taker is 1 person in a team of people handling the call. 

Speaking to them is not delaying your help as this is already being 
organised by someone else 
 

• Be close to the patient when making the call 
o You will be asked questions about the patient’s condition. If you’re 

next to them, this is much easier and more accurate. Also 999 
services often receive multiple calls for the same incident. The one 
used is the one that has the most information. 
 

• Listen to the call taker 
o They will ask you structured questions and be able to give you advice 

for how to care for the patient until help arrives. This advice could 
include stopping bleeding and CPR amongst other things 
 

• Don’t hang up until you’re told to do so 
o The call taker will advise you if you can clear the call, but they may 

wish to stay on the phone to keep assessing the patient and giving 
advice. If the call taker ends the call, you will be advised you can call 
back if the patient’s condition deteriorates before help arrives 
 

• Don’t worry about other services 
o When more than 1 emergency service is required, whoever you call 

will notify the others. In the event of a Road Traffic Collision (RTC) 
with an injured person, call the Ambulance first – the injured person 
is the most important factor at this time. The Ambulance service will 
notify and request the Police (and Fire where needed) for you. 



 



 

  

Social and rideout round up 

          and so it begins… 
 

It doesn't seem 5 minutes does it since the last IMP was circulated in January. Fourteen very 
quick weeks have passed and we are only 4 weeks in to the new season, yet we have already 
achieved quite a bit… The ride to Iron Horse Ranch officially started our riding season off but 
there had already been a few gatherings before hand. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Breakfast was swiftly followed by the eagerly awaited Sunday lunch and Skittles. The main 
event was preceeded by a visit to RHHD who put on a vast array of dognuts and made us feel 
very welcome. There may have been a few small purchases and a couple of larger ones 
considered, but I think it’s true to say most were focused on lunch, which was rather good, and 
the main event of course… The build up to skittles was intense, the bookies favourite was of 
course two time champion Mike Richardson, but could we see a new champion step up to the 
plate? With all the new members it was certainly not 'in the bag' and some sneeky practice 
shots suggested it could be anyones game! As the oddly shaped wooden balls bumbled down 
the room towards the skittles it soon became clear that Mike had some competition. The lead 
changed a couple of time with a very small margin between and it soon became a three way 
fight for skittle supremacy. It pretty much came down to the last throw of the ball, with Sue 
Jebbett putting up one hell of a fight, but it was simply not to be, despite Dai's attempts to 
deduct points from Mike, victory was sealed for the third time and the trophy went back to fill 
the same space for another year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The big breakfast in January was our first opportunity to get 
together, although without bikes for most of us due to the icy 
conditions. The breakfast was amazing and fantastic value  
for money, the turnout was really good and everyone had a  
proper catch up. I don’t think there was a preson at this  
breakfast that wouldn’t thoroughly recommend Grange  
park Fisheries, Messingham for a good full english! 



 

  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Once the fravolity of skittles subsided we had some time to kill before our first official ride out. 
Club nights and impromptu road crew training slotted in to keep members enthusiastic, the 
new approach to club nights seemed to go down a treat and have all been well attended… 
Remember it’s your club so if you want to run an activity or present something to the chapter 
then just grab a member of the committee who will assist or point you in the right direction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Before we knew it the ride to Iron Horse Ranch was soon upon us and, apart from it being a 
little chilly the weather was otherwise spot on. Turn out again was really good with everyone 
eager to get back in the saddle and put some miles in. Petes route was as always a fantastic mix  

of curvaceous and undulating roads with plenty of opportunities to practice 
drop off's. We rolled up to the venue right on time to find 111 Rivers Chapter 
had beaten us too it. After a good look round at their 'iron horses' we settled 
down to order food and organise the handover of hoodies. Of course these 
outings are rarely complete without some kind of mishap, usually in the 
form of a missed marker or turning, or some silly comment that everyone 
could laugh at. This time however, it came in the somewhat more serious 
form of a chapter member slipping on the decking, cutting her hand and 
badly bruising her ribs. What was comforting was the speed of response 
from chapter members and the venue to assist and sort the cause so that no 
one else took a tumble and I’m pleased to report 
that the member in question didn’t do anything 
that required a hospital visit! Once we had all re- 
fuelled our bellies it was time for the first official  
group pic of the new riding season, and what a  
motley crew we make…. 

     Taz x 

We have seen a few changes to chapter officer roles with new additions 
and rotations to keep things fresh and best serve the members. Tracy 
finally got her Activities officer badge, slightly delayed but not as delayed 
as Mikes Historian patch which has been on a slow boat around the world 
and probably to distant galaxies before landing with him several years 
after taking up the post! Taz and Mark handed over the Merchandise role 
to Jon Cozens and Taz took up the post of Editor. We also saw the addition 
of 3 new road marshalls Taz, Mark and Steve Dando and we welcome 
back Steve Wallis for a limited period to strengthen the team for this 
seasons riding and backfill some vacated road captain posts. 



 

  

Charity… Begins at Home 
  
Some say our fate is in the lap of the gods; others say we make our  
own good fortune; some might say that no matter what we do, our  

life is set out on a pre-determined path. Meanwhile, others think that life is  
simply what you make of it. No matter what you think, if you are reading this,  
you are one of the lucky, no, fortunate ones. To be able to sit and read this means  
you have the capacity and physical capability to do so, and that you are in a  
position that so many others can only dream of. Yes, you might think you are hard  
done by, even in these challenging times of high inflation, low wage rises, increasing  
fuel costs and a bully in Russia trying to dictate to a peaceful Ukraine….But yes,  
lucky, fortunate we are. 
 
As a small Chapter, we have given a substantial amount to charities over the years, mostly 
down to hard work from a few members and a benevolent supplier of chocolates and biscuits. 
And as a result, we’ve been in a position to help local charities. But our benevolent supplier of 
the chocolates and biscuits is no longer able to help us with our fundraising, and in addition, 
the financial pinch means that we are a little slower in reaching for the £5 note and instead just 
offering up a couple of quid for a raffle ticket or a square on the £50 note prize draw. 
  
But there are so many other ways we can support charitable causes. Just last Sunday 
(10th April) is a brilliant example of a charitable effort that brought so many smiling faces and  
joy at the sight of seeing some shiny Harleys and the gift of an Easter Egg. Debs Sowter 
suggested we might like to pay a visit to the residential home for folk with learning difficulties 
for our first Easter Egg run for many years. As always Lindum Colonia members  embers 
stepped up to the challenge and offered enough chocolate Easter Eggs to go around the 
residents of Blair House in Billinghay. 
 
 

      Our Activities Officer, Tracy, put the word out and donations of  
        chocolate eggs came flooding in. Meanwhile, Pete, our Head Road  
         Captain, planned a short route from the Windmill Farm to Blair  
         House, Billinghay with a stop en route home via the IBCC for a bite   
       to eat. The weather was fantastic and as we gathered at the   
    Windmill Farm, I took a phone call from Molly Richardson asking if 
we could ride by the house to give Ed a wave. 
 

  
We set off at 10:30am and headed over to see Ed & Molly. Ed was sat on 
the drive waiting on us to give us a wave as we filled his cul-de-sac with 
thunder, chrome and steel. We stopped for a few minutes to share some  
time with Ed & Molly before we headed back on the road for the planned 
route to Billinghay. 
 
 



 

  

 
The route took us down the A46 Lincoln by-pass before we took a left cross-
country through Aubourn and Metheringham where we were greeted with a 
house fire. Thankfully, the fire brigade was in attendance, and it looked like 
things were under control. Through Scopwick where we took another left turn 

and then a right onto the Billinghay road. 
  
We arrived at Blair House on time and were greeted by so many smiling, happy faces of the 
residents and care staff. They had a good look around the bikes and the staff took a load of 
pictures for a keep-sake for the residents. We handed over two trolleys full of Easter Eggs to 
the staff, more than enough for all the residents (and probable the staff too). 
 
How lucky we are to be able to do something like this, to ride our Harleys and bring happiness 
to those less fortunate than us. Blair House, like so many other residential homes around the 
country, is a lovely place and is very much needed, but I for one am so glad I am not a resident 
and I hope I never will be. For that I am thankful. 
 
     A brief chit-chat with the staff and residents, a photocall (we weren’t  

allowed to take pictures with the residents, so the staff obliged) and     
   then it was time to depart. 

 
             We headed straight for the IBCC where we parked up on the curve  

      in front of the Visitor Centre and the statue of the Lancaster  
   Bomber. Lunch and a good chat with the members and then time for  
an early ride home. 

  
It was such a lovely day, the weather on our side, a brilliant turn- 
out from the members with about 17 bikes and 20 members, so 
many Easter Eggs we struggled to get them safely packed on the  
bikes, and of course, seeing the happy faces at Blair House. 
  
Now that’s what Charity is about, and that we can do in buckets…! 
 
  

Ride & Have Fun… 

Dai 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 

  

 

2022 Riding Season… 

an opportunity to make things a little more interesting. 

 

 

 

RIDE 365 AND ABCS OF TOURING. 

Entry is totally free for both of these programmes, and you can win prizes and patches for just 
riding your Harley this year. 

All you need is your bike, a copy of Enthusiast magazine (for the ABCs of Touring) and the open 
road. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

The RIDE365 programme will be promoted and supported by the chapter and just riding your bike 
will give you the opportunity to win prizes and patches. Simply register your bike & mileage by 
contacting Pete Abbott or Dai Gunter and they will arrange for your mileage to be registered 
through Robin Hood Harley-Davidson. 

The sooner you register the more miles you’ll accumulate as the programme runs from January 1st 
through to December 31st…. continue reading for all the details you need…. 

 

This year, Lindum Colonia Chapter is encouraging you to participate in 
one or more of HOG’s ‘reasons to ride’ opportunities: 

 

Enrolment for the ABCs of Touring is via the HOG Membership page on the HOG website. This is 
not the easiest to find so when you get to the HOG homepage hover over EXPERIENCE HD and 
select Harley Owners Group from the menu on the left. Scroll down toward the bottom of the 
page and you will see the members dashboard with HOG ABCS OF TOURING on the right.  

Lindum Colonia Chap ter will not be arranging specific ride-outs to incorporate this and, for 
safety reasons, we encourage our members to collect evidence for the ABCs of Touring when 
riding alone or in very small groups. 



 

  

RIDE 365…   

A little more on the subject! 

 

 

 

What’s in it for me as a H.O.G. member?  

✓ Celebrate good times – log your miles and be recognised 

✓ Track your riding experience – rack up miles and celebrate the milestones 

✓ Contribute to your Chapter Challenge mileage goal and have fun as you strengthen your 
chapter  

 

HOW IT WORKS 
 

✓ You must have your odometer mileage validated at your H-D dealership at the beginning and 
end of the calendar year, or in our case through Pete and Dai. At the end of the year your 
miles will be added to your lifetime total and will be tracked as part of the lifetime 
programme. 
 

✓ Don’t worry, if you trade in a motorcycle you keep the miles you have submitted, just be sure 
to submit your odometer reading before you say goodbye. 
 

✓ You can of course register more than one Harley in the Ride 365 program, your total milage 
will be added to your lifetime total. 
 

✓ If you rent a Harley-Davidson from an Authorised rental provider the miles you cover will 
also be counted. Contact the Member Services Centre for more information.  
 

✓ If you are likely to clock up a lot of miles you may want to check in with your dealership 
throughout the year and update your miles. This will allow you to earn rewards as you 
progress and your mileage will instantly update on hog.com.  

 

✓ All miles ridden by a chapter member including the miles ridden outside of official chapter 
events count towards the Chapter Challenge.  
 

✓ There are two ways to win the Chapter Challenge, through total chapter mileage and average 
total miles per member, this gives all chapters an opportunity to win regardless of size. 

  

Ride 365 is the official mileage recognition programme of Harley-Davidson. It includes the 
existing Lifetime Recognition programme and two new programmes – Annual Recognition and 
an annual Chapter Challenge.  

 

 



 

  

Dealership Down Under… 
    
  …by Bernice Gordon, Secretary 

 

 
 

Whenever we go away anywhere one of the first things we tend 
to do is find out where the nearest HD dealership is. So on our 
recent visit to Australia, Charlie did his homework and 
established that there was a Harley Davidson dealership about 
25 minutes from where we were staying in Brisbane. So we went 
to Brisbane Harley Davidson as we went there a few days ago 
only to discover that it was closed due to the terrible flooding 
that Brisbane had suffered over the past few weeks.. But we have checked and it re opened on 
Monday, so off we go. It isn’t too far and is to be found just to the north of the city.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
They used a storage facility at the local Bunnings store literally a few hundred meters away, as they 
had an empty upper floor, so they managed to get all the bikes out just in time. Not only did they 
have days of torrential rain, but there were also 3 high tides from the Brisbane River which 
completely smashed through the glass showroom panels. He said when the water eventually 
subsided there was about 3 inches of silt that had to be cleared up. They lost their computers, 
desks chairs, phones and although they are up and running again, they have had to borrow or buy 
new equipment. They have all worked so hard to get cleared up and open again for business. The 
upstairs is still cordoned off hence the reason why there are still so many bikes parked outside.  
 
Brisbane Harley Davidson, or to give it it’s right name Morgan & Wacker is the oldest dealership in 
Australia, and the 2nd oldest dealership in the world, the 1st being Warrs in the U.K. It opened in 
1917 and there are photos and murals from the early years all around the walls detailing how it all 
began. There is also a really great old bike on display that was one of the first bikes to be displayed 
in this dealership.  They are all obviously very proud to be Australia’s oldest distributor of Harley 
Davidson, and believe they are more than just a dealership but an experience. We of course had to 
buy a HD Brisbane t shirt, and our little grandson, Lenny, got to sit on a trike with a bit of help from 
grandpa. We wish them all the very best in what has been an awful time for them. 
 

All the very best 

Bern 

When we arrive the first thing you notice is how many bikes there 
are parked outside, all different models and colours.  We receive a 
very warm and friendly welcome when we walk into the 
beautifully cool air-conditioned showroom, and we soon get 
chatting to one of the guys and he explains to us how bad the 
flooding was and the panic to get all the bikes moved to 
somewhere safe.  
 



 

  

 

Getting Imp-personal with Cheryl Dando!  
 
We asked Cheryl to share her deepest darkest secrets with the chapter, 

understandibly she declined to go that far but did answer a few revealing questions we posed…  

Q1: Tell me something amusing no one would guess about you 
A: I’m not a natural blonde! 
 
Q2: Have you ever been in trouble with the law? 
A: Not seriously, I’m an angel. Once purposefully drove the wrong way  
around a roundabout just for a laugh, with a bottle of wine in my hand.  
Got pulled over as I came off the roundabout but managed to flirt my  
way out of it. This was a long time ago, I was about 19. 
 
Q3: Give your 21-year-old self a piece of good advice. 
A: The Easter bunny isn’t real! 
 
Q4: How and where did you meet Steve, all the details please?! 
A: I met Steve through a friend whose mum remarried. He was a friend of her stepbrother. 
We all went for a drink in the local pub at I ‘got off with him,’ which was the term used then. 
It went from there. 
 
Q5: What is your most embarrassing memory? 
A: At a festival whilst very drunk, I made my way back to the tent where we had a bucket with 
a lid just outside sheltered by a windbreak. In the pitch black and desperate for the loo, I 
squatted down to go, and the lid shut and well, let’s just say it was very messy. Our friends in 
the tent found it hilarious! 
 
Q6: What are you most proud of in your life? 
A: I am most proud of my children and what they have and are planning to achieve in life. It 
surprises me that their mine! Our daughter Ellie 28 is a fashion designer for Tommy Hilfiger 
living in Amsterdam. Our son is an aircraft engineer in the RAF working on the typhoons and 
has a property development business at 26… Both r living the dream xx 
 
Q7: Who is your celebrity crush? 
A: My celebrity crush, for those that can remember him, would be Oliver Reed. A bit of rough! 
 
Q8: What is your favourite movie and why? 
One of my favourite movies would be Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. Always loved watching it. 
When the children were young, I told them that the characters Jeremy and Jemima were my 
brother and I. They believed it for years! 
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Robin Hood Harley-Davidson® Nottingham
401 Meadow Lane, Nottingham NG2 3GX.
Telephone 0115 903 3777
www.robinhoodharleydavidson.com

THE NEW HARLEY-DAVIDSON®

SPORTSTER® S

ALL-NEW REVOLUTION™  MAX 1250T
The next chapter in a century of 
legendary V-Twins is here. Revolution™  
Max is a liquid-cooled powertrain with 
double overhead camshafts and variable 
valve timing: offering ample torque 
and an immediate powerband tuned to 
maximise rider control.

HIGH MOUNT EXHAUST
The next chapter in a century 
plus of legendary V-Twins is 
here. Revolution™ Max is a liquid 
cooled powertrain full of ample 
torque, and a surging powerband 
delivered with tuning that 
maximizes rider control.

Aggressive riding with 
sport bike agility
and handling.

Sportster® S is the first chapter of a whole new book of the Sportster saga. A legacy born in 
1957 that outperformed the competition is now rebuilt to blow away the standards of today.

GET IN TOUCH TO BOOK YOUR TEST RIDE AT ROBIN HOOD


